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Work plan template 
Throughout the Quality Statements (QS) and Toolkit there is a self-assessment 
section with suggested actions on how your service can meet the QS.  
This appendix also helps you look at the different elements that are needed to 
provide a quality service for children of offenders and examine your current 
position in relation to these. The actions are split by type of service: some are 
intended for all types of services, others will be more applicable to particular 
services (universal1, specialist2 or criminal justice services3).

This work plan template allows you to select which actions are relevant to your 
services – you may decide to prioritise particular ones depending on the results of 
your self-assessment or you may select all those relevant to your type of service. 

1 Universal services (education, early years and health)
2 Specialist and targeted services (youth services, early help services, troubled families teams,  kinship care and support 
teams, family support teams, and targeted children affected by parental offending teams)
3 Criminal Justice Services (prison service, Community Rehabilitation Companies, National Probation Service, police 

service and courts)

Appendix A



Quality

Statement

Actions for services

(look at the ‘what can we do’ column of 

the self-assessment section and select 

actions most relevant and which you 

wish to prioritise)

Evidence & comments

(use the ‘how can we evidence what 

we do’ column of the self assessment 

section for suggestions of the data/

evidence you might collect to show 

you are working towards, or have 

achieved, the action)

Plan:  

this month, 

within three 

months, 

within six 

months

Completion 

date
Lead

1. Awareness

2. Identification

What can we do? Developing a work plan
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3. Children’s 
voice

4. Multi agency 
working

5. Stages of 
offender 
journey

What can we do? Developing a work plan
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6. Support & 
Services

7. Challenging 
stigma

8. Building the 
evidence base

What can we do? Developing a work plan
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	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise1 Awareness: Our literature is in county and magistrate courts, police stations and schools and given to all partners.  Advertising on i-Hop and our newsletters are distributed to all partners
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action1 Awareness: Examples of newsletters and literature is available.
	Plan this month within three months within six months1 Awareness: Revisit all these sites and email within 3 months
	Completion date1 Awareness: 
	Lead1 Awareness: 
	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise1 Awareness_2: Provide Hidden Sentence and Professional Toolkit Courses are provided, workshops and bespoke training courses to Early Years, Social Care and Safeguarding teams.
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action1 Awareness_2: Evaluation sheets, what I have learnt cards and signing in attendance sheets are available.
	Plan this month within three months within six months1 Awareness_2: New training dates will be available shortly
	Completion date1 Awareness_2: 
	Lead1 Awareness_2: 
	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise1 Awareness_3: Steering Group Meetings, Single Point of Contact (SPOC Meetings)
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action1 Awareness_3: Minutes and agenda's from these meetings are available as well as a newly developed business plan for Essex CAPI.
	Plan this month within three months within six months1 Awareness_3: Continuation of this following meetings in Apr and July
	Completion date1 Awareness_3: 
	Lead1 Awareness_3: 
	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise2 Identification: We report in our Voluntary Funding report the number of referrals received and can show a breakdown of ages worked with 6 & 12 monthly reporting
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: Evidence can be provided in terms of case files on the system and referral spreadsheet as well as VF report.
	Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: End of year VF report will be available within the next month
	Completion date2 Identification: 
	Lead2 Identification: 
	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise2 Identification_2: L&D Custody pilot for SEPT/NELFT.  Those in custody are given an assessment and those with children are identified and offered a referral for support from CAPI
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: Service Level Agreements are available outlining the process as well as the referral pathway and these outcomes from referrals are available.
	Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	Lead2 Identification_2: 
	Actions for services look at the what can we do column of the selfassessment section and select actions most relevant and which you wish to prioritise2 Identification_3: Referral Pathways are sent to all partners and FSW carry out initial assessments when meeting families to identify individual family needs
	Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: CAPI referral pathway is available as well as examples of initial assessments.
	Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: 
	Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	Lead2 Identification_3: 
	3 Childrens voice: Our work is centred around the thoughts and feelings of the children and an assessment tool is used along with worksheets to ascertain their views on any issues they have
	1Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: We have examples of the worksheets and the assessment tools and we can show how we adapt these depending on the age of the child.
	1Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: 
	1Completion date2 Identification: 
	1Lead2 Identification: 
	3 Childrens voice_2: Children & YP fill in evaluation forms following the Chelsea Football sessions and Girls Inspired Projects.  We also have close links with Essex Advocacy service and can refer if the child would like it
	2Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: Evaluation forms and feedback from these tailored sessions are available.
	2Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	2Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	2Lead2 Identification_2: 
	3 Childrens voice_3: We use a variety of tools to gain the voice of the child, with graffiti walls so they can write all their feelings down, they can tell us, or use games or worksheets,
	3Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: We have pictures of the graffiti walls and examples of the worksheets and end of support summary statements to provide evidence.
	3Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: looking at using IPADS to gain their views.
	3Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	3Lead2 Identification_3: 
	4 Multi agency working: We hold steering group meetings which include a wide range of professionals across a range of occupations.  We also have SPOC meetings and work closely with SPOCS for referrals etc.
	4Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: Minutes, agendas, SPOC and CAPI charters are available.
	4Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: New Joint Steering Group meetings have started and SPOCS will continue
	4Completion date2 Identification: 
	4Lead2 Identification: 
	4 Multi agency working_2: We work jointly with Chelsea Football Foundation, NELFT, SEPT, Family Solutions and Ormiston and HMP Chelmsford.
	5Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: Feedback from prison visits run by Ormiston and supported by Essex CAPI.
	5Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	5Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	5Lead2 Identification_2: 
	4 Multi agency working_3: We signpost and can also refer to other agencies if the referral or support is more suited to another organisation.  We also work with children on CIN/CP plans/social care
	6Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: 
	6Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: 
	6Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	6Lead2 Identification_3: 
	5 Stages of offender journey: Stages are clearly explained and explored in the hidden sentence training so that professionals are fully aware of the process and can therefore support families much more effectively.
	7Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: 
	7Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: 
	7Completion date2 Identification: 
	7Lead2 Identification: 
	5 Stages of offender journey_2: Dependent on when a referral is received when meeting with the family the process is clearly explained, quite often referrals are received after sentencing and we work on the process of release with the family - close work with probation.  We also explain these stages (age appropriately) with the children using books.
	8Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: 
	8Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	8Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	8Lead2 Identification_2: 
	5 Stages of offender journey_3: We have literature specifically for the early stages of imprisonment which is clear and concise for families
	9Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: Examples of this literature is available and we are looking to develop a card which gives helplines and information following court.
	9Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: Hope to have this in place within 3 months.
	9Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	9Lead2 Identification_3: 
	6 Support  Services: We use an assessment tool/wheel for both adults and children in identifying the needs and support that is required, from this a holistic family plan of support is produced.
	10Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: Examples of these assessment tools and the family assessment plans are also available.
	10Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: 
	10Completion date2 Identification: 
	10Lead2 Identification: 
	6 Support  Services_2: We support our multi-agency partners and family members in speaking with children around parental/family offending and in particular support the parent/child relationship
	11Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: This is evident in our case files and family support paperwork and write ups.
	11Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	11Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	11Lead2 Identification_2: 
	6 Support  Services_3: We are able to refer to other agencies for more intensive support such as counselling, domestic violence etc if the need is out of our remit.
	12Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: We have a useful information resource sheet which we give to all partners and ask for any other agencies they would like to see on there.
	12Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: This list is being reviewed.
	12Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	12Lead2 Identification_3: 
	7 Challenging stigma: We challenge the stigma in every training course that we deliver in particular the 'Hidden Sentence' we also use statistics on those affected by parental offending and those affected by divorce.
	13Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: Training slides are available which evidences how this stigma is challenged.
	13Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: 
	13Completion date2 Identification: 
	13Lead2 Identification: 
	7 Challenging stigma_2: We encourage schools and provide where possible examples of 'Danny's Mum' and Tommy's Dad which are books on parents in prison - if these are in the general book area this highlights to everyone that this is not something to keep hidden.
	14Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: Many examples of books purchased from Action From Prisoner Families.
	14Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: Hope to produce a book on prison written by children
	14Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	14Lead2 Identification_2: 
	7 Challenging stigma_3: Essex CAPI have recently been in the local newspaper with information on the service which highlights that parental offending can happen to any family.
	15Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: Newspaper article available.
	15Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: 
	15Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	15Lead2 Identification_3: 
	8 Building the evidence base: Case studies are written and provided as part of our report writing and used within training sessions to bring some reality to the training.  We also use 'what have we learnt' cards which highlight the usefulness and success of our training
	16Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification: Case studies and examples of the 'what I have learnt' cards are available.
	16Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification: 
	16Completion date2 Identification: 
	16Lead2 Identification: 
	8 Building the evidence base_2: We have measured soft outcomes following the initial visit and compare these when the case is about to close.
	17Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_2: Reports on the outcomes are available.
	17Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_2: 
	17Completion date2 Identification_2: 
	17Lead2 Identification_2: 
	8 Building the evidence base_3: We have a feedback tree which anyone parent, partner or child can write something down and this gathered in a more tangible way rather than written down.
	18Evidence  comments use the how can we evidence what we do column of the self assessment section for suggestions of the data evidence you might collect to show you are working towards or have achieved the action2 Identification_3: Feedback tree is available to see in the office or a photo of the comments written on it.
	18Plan this month within three months within six months2 Identification_3: 
	18Completion date2 Identification_3: 
	18Lead2 Identification_3: 


